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The formula (5) is identical with a formula of von Escherich* when the values of c from equations (4) are substituted and rj replaced by z. The proof here is, however, of an entirely different character and by far more simple than his. Bolza uses the formula of von Escherich for the purpose of transforming the second variation, and with the help of this transformation deduces the theorem last given. This process seems very much less direct than the argument given above. LET HI denote Hubert's plane Axioms of Groups I and Ilf or Veblen's Axioms I-VIII. J Let H 2 denote Hi together with Desargues' theorem! (considered as an axiom) and Hubert's III (axiom of parallels). It is well known that if a twodimensional space 8 satisfies H 2 together with Hubert's congruence axioms of Group IV and the archimedean axiom that of any two non-congruent segments some multiple of the smaller is larger than the greater, then S is either an ordinary euclidean space of two dimensions or an everywhere dense subset of such a space.
Consider the following non-metrical pseudo-archimedean axiom:
AXIOM A. If (1) the points of a line I (Fig. 1 
) are divided into two sets Si and $2 such that no point of either of these sets is between two points of the other one and such that no point P is between every point of Si distinct from P and every point of S 2 distinct from P, (2) A and B are distinct points on the same side of I, (3) t is a triangle whose interior contains a point of Si and a point of S 2 ; then there exists within t, and on the far side of I from A and B, a point G such that the interior of the triangle ABC contains a point of Si and a point of S 2 .
In the present paper it will be shown that every two-
dimensional space that satisfies Hi and Axiom A is equivalent, from the standpoint of analysis situs, either to an ordinary euclidean space of two dimensions or to an everywhere dense subset of such a space. For a precise formulation of this proposition and for a theorem concerning the part that Axiom A plays in connection with the system H 2 , the reader is referred to § 3.* In view of these results it is clear that the non-metrical Axiom A plays a rôle which is, in certain respects, analogous to that played by the above mentioned metrical archimedean axiom. § 2. ' and B n+ i' are between A n ' and B n ', (c) Proof. There exist two points A and B lying on the same side of V (Fig. 2) . Between A and B there is a point P. Let I denote the line AB. By Theorem 1 there exist, on the rays * In connection with two or three theorems in his paper " Curves in non-metrical analysis situs with an application in the calculus of variations," Lennes makes use of an axiom (which I will call Axiom B) to the effect that P is a limit point of the sequence Ai, Ai, A 3, • • •. Cf. Amer. Jour, of Mathematics, vol. 33 (1911) (1), (2) Proof. Suppose there exists no such point (7. If t is any triangle of a which has no point in common with the line AB, there exist lines a t and b t containing A and B respectively such that (1) the interior of t is entirely on the ^4-side of b t and entirely on the B-side of a t , (2) the perimeter of t contains a point of a t and also a point of b t * Let t denote a definite triangle of a whose perimeter has no point in common with either / or AB. fundamental sequences belonging to a, /3, 7, ô respectively and such that t a \, tpi, t y i, t 8 i lie within t a , t$, t y , t 8 respectively. For each positive integer n there exists a convex polygon p n , of six sides or less, such that (1) with the exception of two sides, every side of p n is a side of t yn or a side of t 8n , (2) each of the two remaining sides of p n has for one end point a point of t yn and for its other end point a point of t 8n , (3) the interior of p n contains the interiors of t yn and t 8n . By hypothesis there exists, within p n , a point X n which is collinear with a point of t an and a point of tp n . It follows that there exists a quadrilateral A n B n C n D n such that (1) every point on or within A n B n C n D n is between a point of t yn and a point of t 8n and is also on some line that intersects t an and t pn , (2) every point which is common to a line intersecting t an and tp n and a line intersecting t yn and t 8n is on or within A n B n C n D n .
If there exists m such that for every n greater than m the interior of AnBnCnDn contains a point of the diagonal A m C m then it follows with the help of Theorem 9 that there exists, on A m C m , an ideal point which is collinear with a and fi and, at the same time, is between 7 and d. If there exists no such m then the sequence of triangles A1B1C1, A1C1D1, A2B2C2, A2C2D2, ••*, contains, as a subsequence, an infinite sequence t\, fe, t%, such that, for every n, 4+i is within t n . There do not exist two separated segments each of which contains a point of every t n . For if there did exist two such segments, s\ and s 2 , they would* contain two ideal points ei and e 2 respectively such that €1 and e 2 are both on a/3 and both on yd and therefore, by Theorem 14, a, /5, 7 and ô would be collinear, which is contrary to hypothesis. Hence if e denotes the set of all triangles [t] such that the interior of t contains at least one tr'angle of the sequence ti, i%, U, • • • then e is an ideal point. It is clear that e is between 7 and 5 and collinear with a and j3. A space S consisting of a definite system of points and lines subject to definite relations of alignment and order is said to be descriptively equivalent to a subset S' of an ordinary euclidean space E if there exists between the points of S and the points of S' a one-to-one reciprocal correspondence preserving collinearity and order.* DEFINITION.
A two-dimensional space S consisting of a definite system of points and lines subject to definite relations of alignment and order is said to be equivalent, from the standpoint of analysis situs, to a subset S' of a two-dimensional euclidean space E if there exists, between the points of S TRANSFORMATION OF THREE VARIABLES.
[Feb., and the points of S', a one-to-one reciprocal correspondence preserving limits.* The following theorems may be easily established with the assistance of Theorem 18 of § 2 and Theorem IV of my paper " On a set of postulates which suffice to define a numberplane."t THEOREM A. (1) x -cj> (u, v, w), y = \f/(u, v, w) , z = x(u> v, w) * The statement that such a correspondence preserves limits signifies that if A is a point of S, M is & point set of S, and A' and M' respectively are the corresponding point and point set of S' then P is a limit point of M if, and only if, P' is a limit point of M'. Here P is said to be a limit point of M if, and only if, every triangle of S that contains P within it contains within it at least one point of M distinct from P. 
